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Pivot Power®
FLEXIBLE, SMARTLY DESIGNED PLUGS
FOR EVERY POWER NEED!
Pivot Power® products were originally developed in
2009 and have been so successful that new products
have been launched every year since to meet the full
spectrum of user needs.
The Pivot Power® series’ modern design is as
attractive as it is clever. The range offers sleek
elegance and vibrant hues to both physically and
aesthetically conform to any kind of space.
Our design community continues to innovate on
this patented product line, providing a pipeline
of innovation available for select licensing and
distribution partners.
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Pivot Power® Junior
Flexible power strip with reset
Power up petite places with Pivot Power® Junior. It’s like the original, but with four
adjustable outlets (instead of six) and two feet of cable (instead of five), making it a
perfect fit for small spaces such as dorm rooms or home offices.

FEATURES:

Technical Specs

›› Flexible power strip that
bends to fit every sized plug
or adapter without wasting a
single outlet
›› No more plug traffic jams,
blocked outlets
›› 4 pivoting outlets
accommodate plugs, chunky
adapters of all shapes and sizes

Model:

›› 2 foot extension cord has flat,
45 degree plug to power the
hard to reach places
›› More compact than original
›› Reset button on side
›› Available in Black,
,
Green, Forest Green, Pink,
and Teal

Length

12.5"

Width

2.3"

Height

1.25"

Number of
Sockets

4

AC Ratings

15A/125V/1875W

Housing

ABS+PC

Cord
Specification

SJTW 14AWG

Overload
Protection

Reset breaker

Switch

No

Approval
Status

ETL

/VPVJP-BK01/VPVJP-GR01/VPVJP-GR02/VPVJP-PK01/VPVJP-TL01
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Pivot Power®
Flexible surge protector
Reclaim your outlets with Pivot Power,® a flexible surge-protecting power strip that
bends to fit every sized plug or adapter without wasting a single outlet. That means
no more plug traffic jams or blocked outlets – even those big ol’ power bricks are
welcome.

FEATURES:

Technical Specs

›› Flexible surge-protecting
power strip that bends to fit
every sized plug or adapter
without wasting a single outlet
›› No more plug traffic jams,
blocked outlets
›› 6 pivoting outlets
accommodate plugs, chunky
adapters of all shapes and sizes
›› Offers 1080 joules of surge
protection

Models:

›› 5 foot extension cord has flat,
45 degree plug to power the
hard to reach places
›› Power button with built-in
breaker switch
›› Available in Black,
,
Green, Forest Green, Pink,
and Teal

Length

18"

Width

2.3"

Height

1.25"

Number of
Sockets

6

AC Ratings

15A/125V/1875W

Housing

ABS+PC

Cord
Specification

SJTW 14AWG

Overload
Protection

2 in 1 switch

Switch

Yes

Surge
Protection

1080J

Approval
Status

ETL

, VPVP-BK01, VPVP-GR01, VPVP-GR02, VPVP-PK01, VPVP-TL01
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Pivot Power® Holiday
Flexible surge protector
It is the season for our Pivot Power® in festive green, which allows it to blend
in seamlessly with Christmas trees and other verdant decor. It offers the same
functionality as the classic model, with a 5 foot extension cord and six adjustable
outlets that bend to fit any plug or AC adapter—no matter how bulky.

Technical Specs

FEATURES:
›› Flexible surge-protecting power
strip that bends to fit every
sized plug or adapter without
wasting a single outlet
›› No more plug traffic jams,
blocked outlets
›› 6 pivoting outlets accommodate
plugs, chunky adapters of all
shapes and sizes

›› Offers 1080 joules of surge
protection
›› 5 foot extension cord has flat,
45 degree plug to power the
hard to reach places
›› Power button with built-in
breaker switch
›› Available in Green

Length

18"

Width

2.3"

Height

1.25"

Number of
Sockets

6

AC Ratings

15A/125V/1875W

Housing

ABS+PC

Cord
Specification

SJTW 14AWG

Overload
Protection

2 in 1 switch

Switch

Yes

Surge
Protection

1080J

Approval
Status

ETL

Model: VPVP-GR02
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Pivot Power® Desktop
Power within reach
Pivot Power® Desktop is a flexible power strip designed for your workspace. It features
3 swiveling outlets to fit chunky adapters and two high-powered USB ports to charge
up tablets, phones, and more. It has a 4 foot cord so it can reach all the way to the wall
outlet. Plus, it’s got 1080 Joules of surge protection to safeguard your work essentials.

FEATURES:
›› Flexible surge-protecting
power strip that bends
to fit every sized plug or
adapter without wasting a
single outlet
›› No more plug traffic jams,
blocked outlets
›› 3 pivoting outlets
accommodate plugs,
chunky adapters of all
shapes and sizes

Technical Specs

›› 2 USB ports provide
easy access for charging
phones, tablets, and more
›› Offers 1080 joules of
surge protection
›› 4 foot extension cord has
flat, 45 degree plug to
power the hard to reach
places
›› Available in Black,

Length

TBD

Width

TBD

Height

TBD

Number of Sockets

3

USB

1x 2.1A, 1x 1A

AC Ratings

15A/125VAC/1875W

Housing

Plastic

Max Energy Dissipation

TBD

Max Spike Current

TBD

Surge Protection

TBD

Response Time

TBD

Suppressed Voltage
Rating

TBD

Max Spike Voltage

TBD

Approval Status

TBD

Model:
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Pivot Power® 2 x 3
Workshop power strip
The Pivot Power® 2x3 powers your projects with six adjustable outlets, an 8.5 foot
cord, built-in cord management, a handle for storage, and more. It’s perfect for
professionals, tinkerers, and weekend warriors alike.

FEATURES:
›› 2 x 3 powers your projects
with 6 adjustable outlets
that get their juice from
8.5 foot extension cord
›› Handle for storage and
portability
›› Convenient cord
management

Technical Specs

›› Bright yellow colors on
unit make it ideal for the
work area, highlighting
potential tripping hazards
›› Available in Black&Yellow

Length

6.75" (folded) 12.75" (unfolded)

Width

4.5" (folded) 2.25" (unfolded)

Height

1.5"

Number of
Sockets

6

AC Ratings

15A/120VAC/60Hz/1800W

Housing

ABS+PC

Cord
Specification

SJT 14AWG

Overload
Protection

2 in 1 switch

Switch

Yes

Approval Status

UL

Surge Protection

1080J

Model: VPVPR-1-YW01
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Plug Power®
Extend hard-to-reach outlets in tight spaces
Plug Power® is a single rotating pass through power adapter that locks into position for
outlets that face the wrong way. Small and convenient, Plug Power plugs into itself for easy
storage and portability, protecting prongs from getting bent.

FEATURES:
›› Flexes to allow easy plug
access to hard-to-reach
outlets
›› Keeps bulky adapters and
chargers from blocking
power sources
›› Plugs into itself for easy
storage and travel.

Technical Specs

›› Available in all international
plug configurations
›› Available in Black,

Length

7.8"

Width

1.5"

Height

1.25"

Number of Sockets

1

AC Ratings

15A/120VAC/60Hz/1800W

Cord Specification

TBD

Approval Status

UL

Model: VPLGP-BK01,
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Pivot Power® Mini
Compact surge protector
Pivot Power® Mini is a plug adapter with two electrical outlets that fold into one
compact unit. With the addition of two USB ports and surge protection, you will be
able to keep your electronic and USB chargeable devices safely powered.

FEATURES:
›› Add an extra outlet and
two USB ports to your wall
outlets
›› 2 pivoting outlets
›› 2 USB ports

Technical Specs

›› Heavy-duty surge
protection to keep your
electronics safe
›› Available in

Length

TBD

Width

TBD

Height

TBD

Number of Sockets

2

USB Ports

2 (DC5V 1A 3.1A)

AC Ratings

TBD

Housing

TBD

Surge Protection

570J

Approval Status

ETL

Model:
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Port Power
Wrap around extension cord
Port Power is a convenient little extension cord with built-in cable management.
Thanks to its three 3-pronged outlets and 6 foot cord that easily wraps around its
compact body, it’s never been easier to take your power to go.

FEATURES:
›› Extension cord with built-in
cable management
›› Features spools that allow
users to wrap excess cord,
keeping space neat and
organized

Technical Specs

›› Clip holds the cord firmly in
place so that the Port Power
can securely extend to any
length

Length

5.1"

Width

3.6"

Height

1.5"

Number of
Sockets

3

AC Ratings

13A/125V/1625W

Cord Length

6’

Switch:

No

Approval
Status

UL

Model:
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Pivot Power® Smart
Control power to anything from anywhere
Pivot Power® Smart is an app-enabled version of our best-selling power strip. Like the original,
it bends to fit every sized plug or adapter without wasting a single outlet. This one puts the
power at your fingertips, allowing you to independently control two outlets from your mobile
device. You’ll never wonder if you’ve left your lamp on at home again!

FEATURES:
›› Flexible surge-protecting
power strip that bends
to fit every sized plug or
adapter without wasting
a single outlet
›› No more plug traffic
jams, blocked outlets
›› Pivoting outlets
accommodate plugs,
chunky adapters of all
shapes and sizes

Technical Specs

›› Includes smart sockets
let you turn power on
and off remotely with
smartphone app
›› Extension cord has flat,
45 degree plug to power
the hard to reach places
›› Available in

Length

TBD

Width

TBD

Height

TBD

Number of
Sockets

TBD

Number of
Smart Sockets

TBD

Control Method

Wifi switched outlets

Cord Length

TBD

AC Ratings

15A/120V/60Hx/1800W

Housing

ABS+PC

Overload
Protection

TBD

Approval Status

TBD

Model:
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Pod Power
Extension cord with distributed outlets
Pod Power features three outlets distributed along a 9-foot extension cord. Use it to
stretch power across conference tables, throughout workshops, or under shared desks.
For added convenience, adhesive pads grip surfaces to keep pods in place.

FEATURES:
›› Use to distribute power outlets
across tables, under desks,
throughout workshops, or
walls
›› Comes with adhesive pads
so you can mount on wall or
anchor it on a flat surface

Technical Specs

›› 9 foot extension cord can
triple the availability of single
power source

Length (pods)

2.3"

Width

2.3"

Height

1.1"

Number of
Sockets

3

Cord Length

9' (3' between pods)

AC Ratings

13A/125V/1625W

Housing

Plastic

Cord
Specification

SJT 16AWG

Approval
Status

UL

Model: VPOD1-BK01 ,
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Prop Power Pro
Extension cord that wraps to prop
Prop Power Pro is a workshop-friendly version of our original wrap-around extension
cord. It gives any handyman or handywoman the flexibility to wrap power around a
table leg, ladder, or sawhorse to prop outlets for easy access. It’ll give you the reach
and versatility you need to complete that long list of projects like a pro.

FEATURES:
›› Provides the flexibility to wrap
power around a ladder, table
leg, sawhorse –or even a
lofted dorm-room bed
›› 9 foot extension cord
›› Offers enough reach and
versatility to prop 3 AC outlets
where they are needed

Technical Specs

›› Bright yellow colors on unit
make it ideal for the work
area, highlighting potential
tripping hazards
›› Available in Black&Yellow

Length

4.4'

Width

2"

Height

1.3"

Number of
Sockets

3

Cord Length

6' (excluding wrap)

AC Ratings

TBD

Housing

Plastic

Cord
Specification

TBD

Approval
Status

UL

Model: VPRP1WH01
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PowerShell
Folding work light
PowerShell won’t leave you in the dark. It’s got high-powered LEDs, three outlets to
power your tools, and an 8-foot extension cord. Its roomy handle fits hands of all sizes,
even ones in bulky work gloves and does double duty as a hook for hanging! When not
in use, you can fold the light easily into its protective clamshell case, which also acts as
a stand when the light is open.

FEATURES:
›› Portable, high-powered LED
light that folds into a compact
clamshell casing for easy
storage and protection
›› Weatherproof design features
3 AC outlets, retractable
power cord, built-in handle,
and gripping feet to minimize
sliding on smooth surfaces

Technical Specs

›› Bright yellow colors on unit
make it ideal for the work
area, highlighting potential
tripping hazards
›› Available in Black&Yellow

Length

10.5"

Width

8.3"

Height

3"

Number of
Sockets

3

Cord Length

8'

AC Ratings

15A/125V/1875W

Housing

Plastic

Cord
Specification

SJT 14AWG

Approval
Status

UL

Model: VPSHL-BKYW
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Ordering Information
Models & Model Numbers:
Quirky Pivot Power® Junior (Black)

VPVJP-BK01

Quirky Pivot Power® Junior (White)

Quirky Pivot Power® Desktop (White)
Quirky Pivot Power® 2 x 3

Quirky Pivot Power® Junior (Pink)

VPVJP-PK01

Quirky Plug Power® (Black)

Quirky Pivot Power® Junior (Teal)

VPVJP-TL01

Quirky Plug Power® (White)

Quirky Pivot Power® Junior (Green)

VPVJP-GR01

Quirky Pivot Power® Mini

Quirky Pivot Power® Junior (Holiday)

VPVJP-GR02

Quirky Port Power

Quirky Pivot Power® (Black) 

VPVP-BK01

Quirky Pivot Power® (White)

VPLGP-BK01

Quirky Pivot Power® Smart
Quirky Pod Power (Black)

Quirky Pivot Power® (Green)

VPVP-GR01

Quirky Pod Power (White)

Quirky Pivot Power® (Pink)

VPVP-PK01

Quirky Prop Power Pro

Quirky Pivot Power® (Teal)

VPVP-TL01

Quirky PowerShell

Quirky Pivot Power® (Holiday)

VPVPR-1-YW01

VPOD1-BK01

VPRP1WH01
VPSHL-BKYW

VPVP-GR02

Viatek Consumer Products Group, Inc. is a licensed distributer of Quirky® Pivot Power™ products.

Contact:
Viatek Consumer Products
6011 Century Oaks Drive
Chattanooga, TN 37416
(423) 402-9010 ext 208
kristina@viatek.com
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CONSUMER PRODUCTS GROUP

Viatek Consumer Products Group, Inc.
6011 Century Oaks Drive
Chattanooga, TN 37416
www.viatekproducts.com

012417

